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Abstract: Anassortment of wireless mobile nodes with no fixed infrastructure is known as Mobile Adhoc NETwork (MANET). MANETS found its application where quick sharing of data is desired without any fixed infrastructure such as online conferences, emergency search during natural disasters management operations, defense, and online meetings and many more. In MANET all the nodes are permitted to change their geographic locations arbitrarily [3]. These networks have dynamic topology which faces the challenge of limited bandwidth wireless network. This is because of the shared nature of MANET which has limited bandwidth, transmission power, limited range of wireless devices and battery limitation. This paper proposed a new protocol namely SA-Dynamic Source Routing Protocol (SA-DSR).
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I. INTRODUCTION

MANET is self-making, breaking, arranging and regulating network which configures itself without infrastructure whenever it is deployed in a hostile environment. Such kind of topologies changes dynamically and provides challenges of bandwidth management and battery management etc. The routing of the data packets and control packets is in the networkby and large done by inundating. As the nodes in MANET grow with the growth of the network, it has been analyzed that the output for each node deteriorates rapidly[1][6]. The nodes in the linkage continuously move, during that they make and breaka number of links. The routing protocols need to find out the break in the link and reroute the packet to another link. This process consumes a lot of bandwidth and battery [1]. Consequently, bandwidth and battery life are the twokey factors that influence the performance of the MANET. The bandwidthoptimization has been done using the DSR routing protocol which is a Reactive Routing Protocol (RRP) [4]. Here the threshold is applied. The bandwidth is compared with the threshold value. If the value increases the packets drops otherwise continues.

II. BASIC MANEUVER

Existing DSR: The procedure of DSR protocol from the route discovery to route reply has been elaborated in the following procedure:

Routing Procedure of DSR:

a. Route Discovery: Whenever the node sends data to a destination that is not in direct range it first finds the route using the Route Discovery Contrivance [10]. The source node in initialize searches for the route in route cache and if there is no route present in the cache it creates a route request packet (RREQ) [10] and transmits the packet to the network by means of flooding technique [8][9]. Onreceiving the request every neighbor looks up its cache to find an apposite route to this destination if the path is present; it sends the path to the sending node [4]. Else, the neighbor adds its address on the header and rebroadcasts the same route request to there neighbors. Learning from this all the nodes adds information to their cache [3]. The same is accomplished by all the nodes until the destination is reached. If the node has a preexisting trusted route to the destination, the request is then ignored [7][2]. The existing routed can be verified by the unique sequence number of all the nodes. Each node in the network has a unique number which is used to verify that the route is new or existing.

Step:1 Initialize the Node ID in the MANET network
Initialization source, destination
Source_idwait for RRLP
For(Source_id,Destination_id)
Step:2 Assign IP and MAC address
Nid->ip_addr,mac_add
Step:3 Source_id sends the RREQ message to all neighbor nodes. Source_id wait for RRLP
Neighbor nodes find a path to reach Dest at given slot time TX.

Fig 1: Routing Mechanism of DSR
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Route Request RREQ
-----
Route Reply RREP

b. Route Reply (RREP): When a node finds the itinerary to a destination it repliesto the sender node with route reply (RREP) message and adds the shortest path from the sender to destination in the cache.
The reply message is a unicast message which has the path in its header as every node adds its unique number into it [5].

Step:5 Maximum number of allowed accumulation process to be operated at every transmission slots at Transmission seconds.

Step:6 \( R_x \) = Reception Rate 
\( T_r \) = Transmission Rate. It may be defined as propagation modification of delay when the transmitter-receiver distance is \( R_x \).

Step:7 The receiver node create the shortest path that the middling one-hop neighbor is high.

Step:8 After finding Dest, the Destination node sends RRLP to Source node.

c. **Route Error (RERR):** Whenever any node fails the sender informs all the other nodes to delete the route containing this node. The information is passed via sending Route Error message (RERR) to all the nodes.

d. **Route Maintenance (RM):** While sending a packet every midway node checks whether the packet received packet is appropriately received by the next node or not [8]. It also checks if there is some selfish node or dead node in the network. In a dynamic topology where if the node fails to collect the acknowledgment of the packet within the predefined time of values [9], it resends the packet. Once the limit has been reached it considers the connection as a broken connection and deletes each path containing this connection from its cache [4]. A route error message is then generated and all the intermediate nodes are informed about the failure of the link to delete that route by sending the error message [7].

e. **Route Cache (RC):** Route cache in routing protocols are used to maintain the recently and commonly used routes. As discovering route every time may lead to an existing network. It will also use a lot of network resources. As in MANET the nodes have limited resources, it becomes important to conserve the resources for the same reason Route cache is used [7].

Step:10 Source_id sends the packet to the destination node.

Step:11 End

---

### III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

**Routing Discovery in SA-Dynamic Source Routing Protocol (SA-DSR):**

a. **Route Discovery:** As like DSR when a source generates data to the destination that is not in the direct range of destination it will check its cache first. If there is no route to the destination, the source will generate the RREQ packet and flood the neighboring nodes with the RREQ packet until the path to the destination is not confirmed. In SADS, the node tries to collect the acknowledgment of the packet within the predefined time of values [9], it resends the packet. Once the limit has been reached it considers the connection as a broken connection and deletes each path containing this connection from its cache [4]. A route error message is then generated and all the intermediate nodes are informed about the failure of the link to delete that route by sending the error message [7]. The same can be seen from the flow chart.
b. **Route Reply:** When the node discovers the route from source to the destination it replies to the sender node with Route Reply (RREP) message and adds the shortest path from the sender to destination in the cache which will also include the minimum bandwidth required. The RREP message will contain the unique IDs of the node in its header [5].

c. **Route Cache:** In SADSR route cache will save the frequently used route with their bandwidth to avoid new route discovery mechanisms. If the route is needed to discover again and again it will require more network resources. So, whenever a new route is requested the SADSR will look into the cache whether they occur or not. If yes, it will check for the bandwidth consumption, if less bandwidth is available then threshold bandwidth it will route the packet to that path otherwise search for another path.

d. **Route Error (RERR):** Whenever any node fails the sender informs all the other nodes to delete the route containing this node. The information is passed via sending Route Error message (RERR) to all the nodes.

The two factors affecting the network performance are:

- **Node Constancy (NC):** Neighbor node stability shows the reliability of a node in the noise ration to network Signal with a combination of Conventional Signal Strength is a good metric for calculating node stability [11].
- **Reaming Energy (RE):** Energy Spent in transmission and reception mode is a consideration for sending and receiving packets. Idle mode is not considered here.

Congestion Level (CL): It is the ratio of a number of packets in the queue to the buffer size. Queuing Delay (Qdelay): In MANET, processing and transmission delay is constant. Queuing delay is the waiting time in the queue [11].

### IV. RESEARCH METHOD

**Algorithm for SA-DSR:**

**Step 1:** Set the ID of every node in the network.

**Step 2:** Assign IP and MAC addresses to every node. The node ID will be the composition of node IP address and the MAC address.

\[ N_{ID} = ID\_address, MAC\_Address \]

Where \( N_{ID} \) is the node ID

**Step 3:** After initialising SRC_id and Dest_ID, send a route discovery request from source via flooding all the neighbors with RREQ message. The source will wait for the RRLP message.

**Step 4:** The neighbors will find the path to the destination within an allotted time period \( T_x \).

**Step 5:** Find the High BW with the help of value to the destination

\[ \text{IF}(\text{RSSI}[i] \geq \text{TH}[i]) \text{then} \]

\[ \text{Neighbor}++, \text{Fid}++; \]

Go to Step 6.

ELSE

Discard the route

Go to Step 4.

**Step 6:** Here the transmission rate and the reception rate will be the same as that of DSR.

\[ T_x = \text{Transmission Rate} \]

\[ R_x = \text{Reception Rate} \]

**Step 7:** After finding Dest with High Bandwidth path, Destination node send RRLP to Source node.

**Step 8:** SRC_ID accepts the RRLP from Dest_Id.

**Step 9:** Source_id sends the packet to the destination node through the High Bandwidth Path

### V. FLOW CHART

The flow chart shows the transmission of data applying a top to bottom approach. The complete process can be divided into three parts: Route Discovery (RREQ), Finding high bandwidth and Route Reply (RREP). Fig 3 purposes a new

![Flowchart for Purposed SA-DSR](image-url)
Performance Analysis of SA-DSR: It is observed from the obtained result of research work that the average hop count and the end to end delay of the modified DSR i.e. SA-DSR protocol are decreased. As the message goes from one node to other it adds a timestamp and its unique id $N_{ID}$ which will consume more bandwidth.

VI. CONCLUSION

The paper aims to optimize the bandwidth in the DSR routing protocol during data communication in MANET. This paper purposes a modified Dynamic Source routing protocol which is Systematic Analysis Dynamic Source Routing protocol (SADSR). The SADSR code has been developed in Network simulator 3.24 as the network simulator provides some inbuilt tools and codes to do so [2]. The research purposes the SADSR with some new concepts for reducing the bandwidth used simultaneously increasing the battery lifetime of the network. Unlike other routing protocols SADSR adapts quick change in route discovery. A new path selection method in route discovery and route reply have added. The research study shows that the selected path with high bandwidth formula will consume less bandwidth compared to that of DSR.
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